
 
 
 

K.V. Kendriya Vidyalaya Dul Hasti Project Kishtwar   

WINTER HOLIDAYS  HOMEWORK  2023-2024. 

SUBJECT : SCIENCE                                                                                                           CLASS: 8TH 

SYLLABUS  COMPLETED:- Syllabus Completed . 

Revision of TERM II SYLLABUS TILL LAST CHAPTER:-  

ACADEMICS TASK:   

Chapter 9: Reproduction in Animals  

Chapter10: Reaching the Age of Adolescence  

Chapter11: Force and Pressure  

Chapter12: Friction 

Chapter13: Sound  

Chapter14: Chemical Effects of Electric Current  

Chapter16: Light ( half chapter) 

Revise these above chapters and practice by writing, Focus on spellings. 
✓ LEARNERS DAIRY: Make your Learners dairy for all the above chapters if not done  

✓ The written part should be done neatly in your handwriting in homework  copy.   

✓ READ , LEARN and REVISE  all the above chapters thoroughly.   

✓ Holiday homework, Assignment, Projects, Activities is a part of internal assessment 
so please do it carefully and well before time.  

 

MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROJECT (MDP)-  
Topic-.   India’s Wealth, Millets for Health. 
 

 

 Presentation of project:  
1. Personal details.- your passport size photo. 

a. Name____________. 
b. Class______________ 
c. Section____________ 
d. Subject____________ 
e. Topic______________ 



 
 
 

 
2. Introduction on millets. 

 
3. Write the nutritional value of any millet in a tabular form detailing the 

nutritional values of different millets and their potential health benefits . 
4. Represent the calories of any five millets through a bar graph. 
5. Germinate 5-6 different kinds of millets in different disposal containers. 

Record the growth by taking pictures on different days and paste them in 
file. 

6. Locate on the physical map of India 6 different varieties of millets grown 
and the region associated with by pasting kinds of millets on the map of 
India. 

7. Introduce millets to consumers and educate them through a write up of 
stating health benefits of including millets in their diet. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING MDP 
Write-up: Use A 4  sheets ( strictly) 
Giving a detailed description of the topic given and various points mentioned 
above in project topic. 
Pictures: paste pictures from internet or newspaper or magazine for effective 
representation. 
Data: Presentation of Data in tables. 
 
Solve the Given question paper in Science Notebook for practice 
 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 

• COMPLETE  YOUR HOLIDAY HOMEWORK.   

• ENJOY YOUR VACATION.  

• TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOUR HEALTH AND HYGIENE.😊😊  

SUBJECT  TEACHER:  AKANKSHA   SHARMA.   


